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n° 01 gargantua

8-12

optional cushions

stainless steel tabletop iroko hardwood

galvanized steel frame

optional back rests
0.75m

Ø 2.3m

Extremis most robust all time classic 

The gargantua table offers superior 
functionality thanks to its adjustable 
benches that can be changed in height  
depending on social or family 
circumstances. There is a level for adults, 
for small and tall children, or the bench 
can be used as an extension of the table 
top. Provides space for 8 – 12 people. 
If one bench is removed, people in 
wheelchairs can join the table. Gargantua 
is also ideal for urban spaces and project 
environments.                 

© design by Dirk Wynants, 1994
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n° 02 inumbra

8
beaufort

6
beaufort

3.8m
3.2m

2.5m

3.5m

integrated mechanism

2.1 inumbra

high tech polyester

2.2 inumbrina

 on steel disc base or  
 low/high table base

  

available on concrete
base

rope opening mechanism

heights between 
2.5 - 3.2m

4m

Shade, wind resistance & pure 
aesthetics

Inumbra & inumbrina are unique because 
of their pure aesthetics. Easy to open 
and close: the parasols open and close by 
means of a separate handle (inumbra) or 
of a cord (inumbrina). All technical parts 
that open and close the screen are above 
inumbr(in)a’s UV resistant fabric and 
consequently are not visible when seated 
under the parasol. 

© design by Dirk Wynants, 2002
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1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.

1.

gargantua bench positions
gargantua back rests
gargantua combined with 4m inumbra parasol
inumbra on concrete foot

1 - 3
4
5
6

1
2

3
4
5

gargantua with backrests
gargantua and inumbra, rome 

gargantua at soho, tokyo
iroko wood close-up
white 4m inumbra

5.

3.2.

4.
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Ceci n’est pas une table

Abachus is a high table with a little extra: 
while standing, you can lean against one 
of its six arms, providing the minimal 
comfort you need to honor Bacchus (god 
of the wine) with friends. The optional 
integrated (small of big) ashtray prevents 
the floor to become one. 

© design by Dirk Wynants, 2009

6

PVC protective sleeves

optional small ashtray optional big ashtray

iroko hardwoodstainless steel 

galvanized steel legs

1.1m

Ø 1.5m

2.1m

n° 19 abachus
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1.

3.

2. 3.

abachus top view
gargantua with 3.80m 
inumbrina parasol
abachus with 2.50m inumbrina 
parasol

3.20m inumbrina w/ regular 
base - low table base - 2.50m 
inumbrina with high table base
abachus: how to use
inumbrina: how to use

1 
2

3

4

5
6

4.

5. 6.
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n° 03 extempore

1-

5 = table heights

11 = tabletop sizes 5 = tabletop sizes

4 = table heights

jatoba hardwood tabletop
& chairs   & chairs  

ceramic tabletop &ceramic tabletop & 
batyline chairs

aluminium frame
aluminium / 
stainless steel frame

Architecture including all 
functionalities

Extempore is a full range of modular 
outdoor furniture. An architectural 
collection offering intelligent solutions for 
day-to-day situations like dining, sitting, 
resting, reading, … Made of the best 
quality materials for use in- or outdoors 
without concerns. 

© design by Arnold Merckx, 1998
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extempore bench with back and arm rest
extempore sunbed with cushion
extempore lounge chair
extempore low table & chairs

1 
2
3
4

1. 2.

3.

4.

extempore patchwork table, chairs & benches
view on opera house, sydney

2.

1.

1
2
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From hops to hopper

For the latest member of the Extremis 
family, Dirk Wynants got inspired by the 
hop culture and his very own hop garden. 
He was thinking about the large groups of 
hoppers and farmers who used to celebrate 
the end of the hop picking season at long 
rows of tables. Hopper comes in 4 sizes 
which will allow you to ‘play’ with it and 
attain exactly the length you are looking 
for. Regardless of how long you make 
the row, boarding the hopper stays easy, 
thanks to four pass through zones on each 
table. 

© design by Dirk Wynants, 2010

4 - 12

beerbelgian togetherness

eco plate mappingnew shade system inspired by beer & hops

2.1m

2.6m
2.4 - 3.6m

0.74m

1.6m1.8 - 3.6m

high tech acrylstainless steel 
poles

iroko hardwood
or H.O.T.wood

galvanized steel legs & 
frame / aluminium legs

n° 20 hopper
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shade opening mechanism
iroko hardwood
galvanised legs with back rests
alu version, colour earth

1 
2
3
4

1.

2.

3. 4.

hopper by night
european h.o.t.wood
free standing bench

5
6
7

4.

5.

7.

6.
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1.

2. 4.

hotel  yotel, new york
private garden, poperinge
harbour, nieuwpoort
storm café, m.a.s., antwerpen

1 
2
3
4

3.

picture hilde verbeke |  demooistezwembaden.be
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n° 21 marina

8 - 44

6 - 32

endless & ultra strong fiberglass pultrusioncombine

bench

armchair

The seemingly endless table 

Bruno Fattorini & Partners opted for a 
picnic table in its most basic shape and 
made it out of pultrusion glass fiber 
profiles. This way, seemingly endless 
tables can be created. The composite of 
glass fiber and polyester is a solid, durable 
and contemporary material that feels just 
like wood. However, it is considerably 
less sensitive to temperature changes and 
humidity.      

© design by Bruno Fattorini & Partners, 
2012
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1.

batiplus event, lutry (lausanne)
marina chairs at i saloni, milano
dw² office terrace, poperinge

1 
2
3

2.

3.
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n° 16 kosmos

parasol on concrete 
base

special: kosmos ‘oris

opening like a fan

kosmos+kosmos separate sofas

3.20m3.20m
high tech polyester

synthetic leather
outdoor fabric
indoor leather

9

 0.74m 1.1m

Ø 2.6m

aluminium shell & 
galvanized frame

Talk, eat, siesta

Kosmos is a table-seating combination 
with a lounging function and can be 
used indoors and outdoors. It has a round 
shape in which you can sit or relax, with 
the added bonus of a table. At its lowest 
position and with the cushion, it offers 
a completely flat surface transforming 
kosmos into a giant lounger. Options 
such as the parasol, light and dimmer 
transform kosmos into a real oasis of rest.  

© design by Dirk Wynants, 2008
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1.

2.

5.

3. 4.

opens like a fan
table converts into 
lounge bed
easy entrance
outdoor textile
kosmos parasol on 
concrete foot

1 
2

3
4
5

1. 2.

3. 4.

thöny-projekt, wörthersee
kosmos by night
magnet closing system
kosmos high version for extra privacy

1 
2
3
4
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endless modularity sticks enlightened sticks display system

1.2 - 2.1m

indoor +
outdoor

straight - small - curved - inline

rubberwood or 
rubber

fibre glass rods

LED

Transparant privacy

Sticks is a space divider, and the perfect 
way to create privacy wherever needed, 
inside or outside. Sticks divide your room 
optically, without losing the feeling of 
spaciousness. As the space divider comes 
in different sizes and separate modules, 
it is possible to let your imagination run 
away and create your own special place 
with sticks.

© design by Hsu-Li Teo & Stefan Kaiser, 
2003

n° 12 sticks
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3.

5.

8.

4.

7.6.

2.1.

wood or rubber base
green sticks
enlightened sticks
curved sticks
display sticks
inline sticks

sticks shadow play
outdoor sticks 
enlightened

1 
2
3
4
5

6 - 8

this page
previous page
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n° 05 picnik
Art for 2

Table-seating combination specially 
created for the balcony, small surfaces and 
semi-public spaces, or as an indoors side 
piece object. Made from a massive plate of  
aluminium (10 mm), picnik behaves like 
a ‘piece of art’, while integrating itself 
into the surroundings. Its iconic design 
makes it a family piece to pass to next 
generations. 

© design by Dirk Wynants & Xavier Lust, 
2002

2

no material waste
exactly 1/2 alu plate

one on one
conversation

unique folding
technique > roll & fold

stacking > transport

aluminium structured/glossy
powder coated

0.74m

1.47m
0.95m
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sky blue - red - white - earth
structured white
glossy white
sky blue powder coated

private home
foot for delicate floors
standard hotel, new york

1 
2
3
4

5
6
7

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

picture hilde verbeke | demooistezwembaden.be

7.
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follow us:
www.facebook.com/

extremis.be
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n° 09 donuts
Do Nuts! 

Donuts is a surprising table-seating 
combination. The inflatable seating part 
carries a polyester table top. Donuts’ 
seating part looks like a huge doughnut 
allowing at least 6 persons to join the 
table. Donuts provides mobility in the 
garden. You drag it to where you wish 
to use it: on the terrace, on the grass, in 
the sun or in the shadow … enjoy the 
weather, do nuts!

© design by Dirk Wynants, 2004

6

inflatable seat as a table

easy to movee

polyester tabletop

as a backrest

0.76m

nylon cover

1.9m
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tabletop shape as an ideal backrest
black high UV resistance cover
orange donuts
architect binst, humbeek
architect jo crepain, antwerp

1 

2
3

4 - 5

1. 2.

3.

4.

4.

5.
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2.00m2.40m
1.60m

eco plate mapping compact transport everybody is equal

tooloo sll  fors togethtt ernrr esee sss

8-10-12

H 0.75m

high pressure laminate

With a touch of Genevieve’s elegance

In times long past King Arthur gathered 
twelve of his best knights around the 
legendary ‘Round Table’ to ask them to 
help him bring peace and tranquility to 
the country. Today, this table still remains 
symbol of justice, equality and joy in life. 
Thanks to the round shape and providing 
extra accessibility with the rotating 
‘lazy suzan’ in the middle, arthur  is 
synonymous with functionality, 
encounter, communication and 
hospitality. 

© design by Dirk Wynants, 2004

n° 08 arthur
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groen kwartier, antwerp
12 persons arthur table
headquarters cayman, bruges
architect luc binst, humbeek

1
2
3
4

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Green love

Romeo & juliet offers passers-by a comfortable place to sit and relax. 
If several benches are put in line, the distance between the trees is 
identical, creating architectural harmony. Their name ‘romeo & juliet’ 
refers to the two trees. Just as Romeo and Juliet could not be with each 
other nor live without each other, the trees are destined to be together 
without being able to touch each other.

© design by Koen Baeyens, 
Stijn Goethals & Basile 
Graux, 2004

n° 17 romeo & juliet

8

endless modularity

urban green

3.2m

0.74m
0.49m

jatoba hardwoodpolyester

n° 18 alea

Green on wheels

Alea offers the perfect solution to the problem of moving big flower-
pots. Alea consists of a frame on wheels hidden by a glass fibre cover. 

If you want to move the plant, you just lift the flowerpot cover 20 cm 
and turn it 45°. Now that the wheels are released, you can easily move 
the unit. When the unit is in the desired spot, just carry out the same 

operations in reverse order 
to prevent the unit from 

moving.

© design by Dirk
Wynants, 2009

0.9m

0.9m

0.5m

0.5m

fixed lift & turn

with integrated water wit
reservoir

unlock

galvanized framepolyester
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jatoba hardwood
romeo + juliet + romeo + ...
alea on wheels

hide the wheels
romeo&juliet benches
xxl alea planters

1
2
3

4 - 5
6
7

1.

2.

6.

7.

3.

4.

5.
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n° 07 icecube
Party box

Icecube simply is the perfect cooler at 
all your parties, in- or outdoors. Its 
integrated lighting unit furthermore 
creates a real party ambiance and makes it 
even more attractive. 

© design by Danny Venlet, 2002

+ +

+ =
to be used as a bench or garden lighting

friends

0.5m

music party!!!

drinks

0.5m

polyethylene

1.5m

25KG5K5K2525K5KKK5KKGKGKGKK555 GGGGGGGG2252555522525555
belgian

beerbelgian

togethernessget ne

beerbelgian

togethernesset ne
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1.

2.

icecube ice cooler & serva tray
art festival watou, poperinge
groen kwartier, antwerp
icecube with optional blue light and cushion

1
2
3
4

3.

4.
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Television of the jungle

Qrater is an attractive campfire dish that can be 
used in the garden and in open spaces. All you 
need is to light the wood logs and the result is pure 
magic. It is a very original and heartwarming form 
of togetherness that sometimes people even refer 
to as “the television set of the jungle”. Obviously, 
options like individual grills, skewers, and blankets 
also form a part of this unique experience of being 
together around the fire.
Woodstock is a wood rack including a chariot. Why 
not use the trolley to save your aching back when 
transporting your crates of Belgian beer?

© design by Dirk Wynants, 2004

compact transport

fill transport enjoy

toolooo sll  fors togethtt ernrr esee sss

tool for storytelling grill accessories

1.45m

n° 10 qr  ater + n° 11 woodstock
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1.

3.

2.

4.

5.

qrater skewer
qrater grill
qrater with optional skewers & grill set
private home, oostduinkerke
woodstock & cart
galvanized woodstock

1 - 2
3 - 4

5
6
7
8

8.

7.6.
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n° 14 behive

4m

sunroof

cabrio

rainroof

arabic atmosphere sitting & lounging

high tech polyester

synthetic leather

20
coated

steel frame

3m

Do (not) behave in the behive

Providing superior seating and lounging 
comfort for 12-20 people (depends 
on how good you know each other). 
Meanwhile also offering the perfect spot 
to sit and lounge, have a brainstorming 
session with your team, or receive 
guests in a very unconventional way. 
Disadvantage: those who like to stay long, 
now even stay longer. Providing breakfast 
may be needed.

© design  by Dirk Wynants, 2006




